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 Range Rover recently released the new redesigned 2010 fleet and that means the current range is now considered as
outdated. But it didn&rsquo;t stop guys from CDC International tuning center from trying to ruin its reputation with the
worst bodykit ever installed on a Range Sport! And they call it Night Hawk! really really uncool &hellip;
 CDC kit includes totally revised front and rear bumpers, new grille, very ugly side skirts, a wing on the roof, rectangular
tailpipes, a huge diffuser and 24 inch rims. I know some people might find this package sporty and desirable, but as a
matter of fact they are mad! We like sportiness too, but if it&rsquo;s not discrete, it&rsquo;s not cool.
 After ruining the looks they went for the engine, and fortunately things have gone much better here. For the TDV8 diesel
engines, CDC offers an upgrade package which takes the power up to 310hp. And then for the supercharged V8
version, their magic is good for another 80 hp adding up to a total of 470 hp. They have also fitted the car with much
bigger brake discs and eight pistons in each calipers at front and four at the back. The suspension is also lowered by 6
cm! It can also adjust itself depending on the speed.
 Inside, as it&rsquo;s the case with modified luxury cars you get a new trim of Nappa leather and alcantara plus carbon
fiber decorations. So if you want an ostentatious SUV which looks worse than the standard car and is also less practical
than the standard, the Night Hawk CDC is the car for you. Oh by the way, it&rsquo;s much more expensive than the
standard! The minimum wage you gotta pay to have the basic one is around 115,000 Euros!
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